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ABSTRACT 
The distribution function is calculated for electrons subjected to strong elec

tron-cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) at the plug and barrier in a tandem-
mirror thermal-barrier cell. When ECRH diffusion locally dominates over collisions 
and a boundary condition (associated with electrons passing to the center cell) 
imposes variations on the distribution function rapid compared to the variation 
of the ECRH and collisional diffusion coefficients, the kinetic equation can be 
reduced approximately to Laplace's equation. For the typical case where velocity 
space is divided into distinct regions in which plug and barrier ECRH dominate, 
the solution in each region can be expressed in terms of the plasma dispersion 
function or exponential integrals, according to whether the passing electrons are 
dominated by collisions or ECRH, respectively. The analytic results agree well 
with Fokker-Planck code results, in terms of both velocity-space structure and 
values of moments. 

I. Introduction 
Electron-cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) is used in the plug cell of a - , _ 

thermal-barrier tandem mirror to assist in the formation of the (electron) barrier I W|. | 
and (ion) plugging potentials. ECRH is applied in both the plug and barrier 
regions, as sketched in Fig. 1, and is typically strong enough to render the electron 
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distribution function far from Maxwellian. 

Center 
Cell 

ECRH 

FIG. 1. Sketch of magnetic-field and potential profiles for thermal-barrier tandem mirror, 
showing plug and barrier ECRH resonances. 

The purpose of the present paper is to describe the calculation of an analytic 
approximation to the electron distribution function. This analytic form can be 
used to calculate densities, energies, and fluxes across velocity space separatri-
ces for the plug and barrier electrons as functions of ECRH field strengths and 
potential differences, and can thus be used as part of a modelling code which self-
consistently determines potentials at all cardinal points along with densities and 
energies for all species, such as the TREQ code at Livermore [1]. 

The technique is applicable to any configuration where a region of velocity 
space dominated by a single ECRH resonance is bounded by a separatrix on which 
the distribution function or its normal derivative is known. It is of particular 
value when the domain over which EC RJrl is dominant is large compared to scale 
lengths for variation of the distribution function. This is because our approach is 
based upon simplification of, while retaining the essentially two-dimensional nature 
of, the kinetic equation describing ECRH plus collisions. The ECRH diffusion 
coefficient D required for validity can be considerably smaller than that required 
in earlier treatments (see, for example, Refs. 2 and 3) based on expansion of 
the distribution function in inverse powers of D; in the latter case, the required 
D increases with the size (along the characteristics defined in Section II) of the 
heating region. While the immediate application is to tandem-mirror thermal 
barriers, the technique is potentially applicable to other devices, such as ICRH-
or ECRH-heated bean tokamaks or a small aspect-ratio conventional tokamak. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we summarize properties of 
numerical solutions of the bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck equation. In Section III 
we describe the approximate reduction of the kinetic equation to Laplace's equa
tion. When the electrons passing from the center cell are dominated by collisions 
(in the center cell), the solution can be expressed in terms of the plasma dispersion 
function; this is discussed in Section IV. When the passing electrons are dominated 
by ECRH, the collisional influx from electrons trapped in the center cell can be 
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approximated by an exponentially varying source of initially unknown amplitude; 
the distribution function can then be expressed in terms of exponential integrals 
and the source normalization determined a posteriori by particle conservation. 
This is described in Section V. Section VI is a discussion of the results. 

II. Summary of Numerical Solutions 
Rognlien et al. [4] have studied ECRH-heated thermal-barrier electron distri

butions numerically using the SMOKE multi-region relativistic bounce-averaged 
Fokker-Planck code [5], These studies have been done over a wide range of plug 
and barrier ECRH strengths. In general, the plug ECRH is taken to be at the 
fundamental resonance, while the barrier is assumed to be resonant at the second 
harmonic. The distribution in barrier-midplace momentum coordinates p\\i,,p±b 
is shown for three representative cases in Fig. 2. The cases shown illustrate the 
following general features of the numerical solution: 

FIG. 2. SMOKE-code electron distributions at barrier for TMX-U parameters and (a) Ep — 50 
V/cm, Ek = 55 V/cm, (b) Ep = 100 V/cm, Eh = 200 V/cm and (c) E? = Eh - 200 V/cm, 
where Ep and i?j are ECRH electric-field strengths at the plug and barrier. Cases (a) and (b) 
have Maxwellian passing electrons; case (c) has computed, r.f.-dominated passing electrons. 

The distribution function is strongly distorted in the direction of the ECRH 
diffusion (i.e., along the heating characteristics, which, nonrelativistically, are the 
lines of constant p\\r, where the subscript r denotes evaluation at the resonance 
point). For the parameters shown, this distortion is along plug ECRH characteris
tics (hyperbolas in the barrier momentum space) for electrons which pass through 
the plug ECRH resonance, and along barrier ECRH characteristics for electrons 
which pass through the barrier resonance but not the plug resonance. In Figs. 
2a and b, electrons passing from the solenoid are specified as Maxwellian; this 
is a reasonable approximation for long and/or dense solenoids where collisions 
dominate ECRH for passing electrons, so long as the loss boundary is sufficiently 
remote (i.e., so long as the potential difference between the barrier and the end 
wall be large compared to the center-cell electron temperature T e c ; more gener
ally, the collisional distribution is that of Pastukhov [6] and vanishes at the loss 
boundary). However, if the ECRH is strong enough, even the passing-electron 
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distribution function is non-Maxwellian; this is illustrated in Fig. 2c, which was 
generated by a version of the code that calculates the distribution function for 
all electrons, including those in the center cell. (Other runs with this version of 
the code verify that the passing electrons are nearly Maxwellian when they are 
collision-dominated.) 

The ECRH is effective in distorting the distribution function over a large 
volume of momentum space. This feature makes the present analytic technique 
particularly appropriate, as noted in the Introduction. 

Near the separatrix dividing electrons passing from the center cell from those 
trapped in the barrio: cell, the distribution function / varies rapidly compared to 
scale lengths for changes in D or in the collision frequency. But at high energy 
there is an extended region where / is approximately constant. The value of / 
in this region, normalized to the value at the minimum energy on the passing-
trapped separtrix, is nearly indpendent of ECRII powers and the potential profile. 
However, the size of the region depends on these parameters. 

The version of the code which follows all electron groups can be used to study 
the effect of ECRH on electron endloss. Results indicate an enhancement. The 
effect is not large when the passing electrons are collision-dominated (and hence 
nearly Maxwellian), but can be substantial when the ECRH is strong enough to 
deform the passing distribution. As the ECRH strength is increased, the endloss 
rate increases [4] from the Pastukhov [6] rate for scattering from the center cell 
to the endwall to a value of order of the Pastukhov rate for scattering from the 
center cell to the barrier. 

III. Reduction to Laplace's Equation 

In this section we summarize an analytic procedure motivated by the above 
observations. We assume that, at any point in the phase space for electrons trapped 
in the end cell, diffusion due to a single ECRH resonance dominates over collisions 
and other ECRH resonances. Then we write the bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck 
equation, including r.f. diffusion and collisions, in variables x and y which are, 
respectively, parallel kinetic energy £\\ at the resonance point for the dominant 
resonance, and parallel kinetic energy at some other axial position such that one of 
the level surfaces of y is a boundary on which some boundary condition is known. 
Specifically, we consider here cases where plug ECRH dominates for electrons 
which pass through the plug resonance and barrier ECRH dominates for electrons 
confined to the barrier region. We apply our reduction procedure twice: once for 
electrons dominated by plug ECRH, and once for electrons dominated by barrier 
ECRH. For the former group, we choose x = £\\p and y = £| |m , where the subscripts 
p and m denote the plug and the inner mirror. A boundary condition relating to 
electrons from the center cell (either that / is Maxwellian or that the velocity-
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space flux has a known form) is imposed at y = 0. For the latter group, we choose 
x = £p and y — £|| p. A boundary condition, namely that / match on to the 
solution in the plug-ECRH-dominated region, is imposed at the surface y = y 0 

which separates barrier electrons which do and do not reach the plug resonance. 

We assume that the dominant ECRH is strong enough to stretch out the dis
tribution function along its characteristics, as in the computational examples dis
cussed above. Then / typically varies rapidly across characteristics, making second 
derivatives in x more important than first deriviatives in evaluating the collision 
operator. The r.f. diffusion operator is already in the form of a one-dimensional 
diffusion operator in y. Hence the kinetic equation reduces approximately to the 
form: 

dx dx dy dy 

where D is a normalized r.f. diffusion coefficient for the dominant harmonic and ii 
is the normalized sum of the collisional diffusion coefficient and, where appropriate, 
the diffusion coefficient for the subdominant ECRH resonance. (By extending the 
sum, additional r.f. resonances could be included.) 

Motivated by the observation made above that the interesting structure of / 
near the passing-trapped separatrix occurs over an energy scale short compared 
to that for variation of the diffusion coefficients, we approximate v and D by con
stants. Then a rescaling of variables reduces Eq. (1) to Laplace's equation. The 
procedure is then to solve the resulting equation subject to appropriate boundary 
conditions, and reintroduce the unsealed variables and the variation of v and D (in 
the spirit of a WKB approximation). At high energy, where relativistic detuning 
renders the ECRH ineffective, Eq. (1) is invalid, but we know that the distribu
tion function must asymptotically approach a relativistic, collisional solution; this 
match is achieved by altering e = (iz/D)1'2 as described in the next section. 

TV. Collision-Dominated Passing Electrons 

When the passing electrons are collision-dominated and the loss cone is re
mote, taeir distribution function is nearly Maxwellian, with a temperature equal 
to Ttc and a normalization set by the center-cell density. Hence the problem 
of solving for the plug distribution reduces to solving Laplace's equation with 
the prescribed boundary condition that f(y = Q,x) — Cexp[—p(x — x,)} where 
C = nec(m/2TrTec)3/2 e x p [ - $ c i / r e c ] , p = Rmp/(Rmp ~ 1), and x, is the value of a: 
when £|| at the barrier and inner mirror are simultaneously zero. Here, we adopt 
the notation $,y for the potential difference between points i and j and Rij for 
the mirror ratio from point i to j , and use subscripts c and b to denote the center 
cell and barrier, respectively. Additionally, we ask that / be regular at infinity. 
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The solution is then given by the plasma dispersion function, 

/ S CTr -^ ImZ [(/>(* -x.+ iepy)Y'2] (2) 

where the subscript p on e denotes evaluation for the plug ECRH resonance. Our 
WKB-like treatment consists of evaluating e p as a function of location in the plug 
velocity space. 

At high energy, the relativistic mass shift typically moves the resonance out of 
the footprint of the ECRH beam, so that D becomes vanishingly small. But then 
the distribution function asymptotes to a relativistic collisional loss-cone solution. 
We model the effect of a loss cone by solving the Fokker Planck equation with 
barrier pitch-angle scattering only and imposing the boundary conditions that / 
vanish at A = Af = (1 — iZj^j)1^2 and approach a relativistic Maxwellian frM at 
A = 0; here A = {p\\/p)b- Thus our asymptotic distribution is 

ln[( l -A)( l + A,)/(l + A)(l-A,)] 
J r ~ J r M ln[(l + A,)/(l-A,)] 

Noting that, for large z, Z{z) ss - z - 1 , we impose that / -» fr by modifying ep so 
that —ipepy —* / ~ 2 for £ » £m. The match is constrained to occur in the vicinity 
of the energy at which the detuning occurs; the solution is fairly insensitive to the 
details of the procedure. The temperature of frM is also tied to this energy. 

The diffusion coefficient also formally vanishes at the separatrix dividing elec
trons confined in the plug from those passing through the barrier, as the transit 
time diverges there. In the Fokker-Planck code this singularity is resolved by col
lisions; physically, it is resolved by a combination of collisions and the finiteness of 
the ECRH-driven increments in magnetic moment on each passage through res
onance. In our calculation we resolve the singularity by averaging over a layer 
about the separatrix. 

We now consider the distribution function at the barrier. We already know 
that / is M&xwellian for passing electrons and is given by Eq. (2) for barrier 
electrons which reach the plug. We solve in the remaining region by choosing as 
variables x = £^ and y = £\\p. The separatrix dividing electrons which do and do 
not reach the plug is y = 0. At this separatrix, / is continuous and so known; the 
solution in the barrier-confined region which satisfies this boundary condition is 
again a plasma dispersion function, 

/ S C i r ^ I m Z [ ( p ( i a z + by + c ) ) , / 2 ] (3) 

where a = rRpbeb, b --= rRptep/(l - R^p), c = -x, + iep$pm/(l - i?~J,) + t'6$p», 
and r = (Rmp - l)/(Rpi, - 1). In this case we match on to fr at high energy by a 
simple interpolation. 
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FIG. 3. Comparison of analytic [(b), (d)] and SMOKE-code [(a), (c)] distributions at the plug 
[(a), (b)] and barrier [(c), (d)], for TMX-U parameters, Maxwellian passing electrons, and Ep = 
Eb = 200 V/cm. 

In Fig. 3 we show a comparison of the analytic and Fokker-Planck code so
lutions in the plug and barrier. Since the analytic solution involves essentially no 
free parameters, the agreement is remarkable. The slight kink in the plug solution 
(which appears remapped in the barrier plot) is the result of the procedure for 
matching to fr. 

E p (V/cm) F J p(V/cm) 
FIG. 4. Comparison of SMOKE (symbols) and analytic (curves) calculations of mean densities 
and energies versus plug ECRH strength, for fixed £?j = 200 V/cm. Analytic results invalid 
below Ep = 50 V/cm as plug r.f. no longer dominant for electrons traversing plug and barrier. 

In Fig. 4 we show comparisons of the densities and mean energies obtained 
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by integrating the analytic and numerical plug distribution functions. The quan
titative agreement is reasonably good. The most notable feature of the scaling 
with plug ECRH strength is that the density and energy are nearly constant. The 
analytic and numerical calculations for energy disagree on the sign of the small 
departure from constancy, while the analytic density scaling is weaker than that 
of the numerical results. We believe that both discrepancies are associated with 
our model for the relativistic collisional solution; we have chosen a temperature 
proportional to the detuning energy, whereas SMOKE code results imply a tem
perature which increases with ECRH field strength. 

V. R.F.-Dominated Passing Particles 
When the ECRH is so strong as to dominate over collisions even in the pass

ing region (where it must compete with collisions in a long solenoid), we must 
solve for / in the passing region as well as the plug- and barrier-trapped regions 
of momentum space. We must also explicitly account for the vanishing of / at 
the loss boundary (the boundary separating confined electrons from those which 
can reach the end walls). Now / is not a priori known on the passing-trapped 
separatrix. Instead, the separatrix is to be viewed as a source of electrons coll-
sionally scattered in from the center cell. Since the collisional flux from the center 
cell varies approximately [7] as exp(—£/T e c), we assume the source to have this 
variation but an initially unknown magnitude, add an image source to make / 
vanish at the loss boundary, and solve for / . (This approach is reminiscent of the 
Pastukhov [6] solution for collisionally driven endloss from a mirror cell.) Given 
this solution, we can explicitly solve the collisional problem in the center cell for 
the net flux scattered out, and adjust the source strength for self-consistency. 

The procedure is initially analagous to the case in Sec. IV: we approximate the 
r.f. and collisional diffusion coefficients as constant, but now apply the procedure 
in both the passing and trapped regions (in general, ep will be quite different on 
the two sides of the separatrix). Now, instead of a specified / at y = 0, we specify 
a source of the form S = SQ6(Y) exp(-pX) where Y = epy and X = x — xB. For 
the particular case of equal inner and outer end-cell mirrors, the loss boundary 
(where / = 0) is at Y = —V;c = — e p $ m u ) ; here the subscript w refers to the 
end wall. We guarantee that / vanishes at the loss boundary by adding an image 
source S = —So^(Y + Y,)exp(—pX) with Y, = —2Yic. The distribution function 
is then 

/ 2 -[S0/(2irp)\Re [ln(Z/Z) + e'^E^-pZ) - e~^E,(~pZ)] , (4) 

where Z = Z + iY, ~ X + i(Y + Y,). As in the preceding section, the equation 
can be solved in the barrier using the plug solution as a boundary condition; one 
obtains now a barrier distribution function in terms of exponential integrals. 
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Applying the ECRH operator to this solution, we find the integrated flux 
entering the plug trapped and passing regions to be: 

r S S0T2A/m2(Bm - Bp) (5) 

where B denotes magnetic-field strength, 

A = (ir/2) [(ep,T[{D)+ + 3(e p s r„^)_] - Im exp(-ipYa)E1(-iPYs)[eparViD}+_ , 

T|| is the transit time, ep) = ep(a: = x„y = 0), and + , — denote evaluation on 
the trapped and passing sides of the separatrix, respectively. Here it has been 
assumed that the dominant ECRH is resonant at the plug; otherwise, substitute 
Br for Bp and e r a for ep,,, where r denotes the resonance point. 

Given our solution evaluated on the separatrix, we can use it as a boundary 
condition for the determination of the collisional distribution function in the center 
cell and hence the collisional flux from the center cell. Applying the results of Ref. 
7, we obtain the flux in the form 

T = (Lcnci>Pcb/Bc)(l - av%S0/nc) . (6) 

Here, vpcb is the Pastukhov [6] rate (i.e., loss rate with an empty passing region) 
for scattering from the center cell into the barrier, and a = i^a /n c , where vt ~ 
(2Tec/m)1/\ and a is a function of potential differences (normalized to Tec) and 
mirror ratios: 

2p 
: r 

d = ^ -^7-< - 7 - In PY3 + ^PYS + Re -e-^'Eii-ipY,) + £\n 
e — a 

-a\n^-+Uln-r^—r^-j-e-hiE1(-be) 
i-a b\ -be{ipYs + be) ' v ; 

+ e'^'E^-ipY,) - exP(-6e - ipYJE^-be - ipYa)\ \ (7) 

where 7 is Euler's constant, 6 = p[Rrb ~ 1 + itpj,{Rmb — 1)]> o. = —ip2Ya/b, <f> = 
W T e c i = <f>/(Rmb ~ 1), and ep4> = ep{£y=$pi/Tec, £±P=Q). 

VI. Discussion 

The analytic solutions Gained provide insight into several of the features 
observed in the numerical results. The distortion along heating characteristcs is a 
natural consequence of the stretching of the solutions by the e factors in going from 
scaled to unsealed variables. Also, except when its argument is nearly real, the 
variation of the imaginary part of the Z function is exponential for small argument 
but weakly algebraic for large argument. Thus the observed transition from rapid 
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variation to near constancy of / is a property of the Z function (as opposed to a 
transition between collision- and r.f.-dominated regimes). Furthermore, the fact 
that / when expressed in terms of scaled variables is independent of potentials 
and ECRH powers accounts for the observed properties that the value of / in the 
nearly-constant region normalized to f(x = x a ,y = 0) is independent of these 
parameters, while the extent of the region varies with them. 

In the plug, the analytic and numerical solutions both exhibit a bump-on-
tail feature, resulting from the stretching of contours of / asssociated with the 
plug ECRH resonance. The same feature when viewed in the barrier becomes a 
strong anisotropy. Projection of the distribution function onto the py axis in the 
plug indicates weak inversion (regions with positive slope) for some parameters, 
while projection onto the px axis in the barrier shows moderate inversion. The 
distribution function is thus a candidiate for microinstability. 

Another consequence of the bump-on-tail property is non-monotonic behav
ior of the plug-electron density npe as a function of the plug-to-barrier potential 
$pj. We had initially speculated that such behavior might be related to the sud
den loss of plugging commonly observed in the TMX-U [8] and GAMMA-10 [9] 
tandem mirrors, since solving a quasineutrality equation for the potentials would 
almost certainly produce multiple roots and, as parameters are varied, root jump
ing. However, our parameter searching to date has yielded non-monotonicity only 
at potentials much too large to account for the phenomena observed in the exper
iments. 

The solution obtained for r.f.-dominated passing electrons provides an expla
nation for the scaling of electron endloss observed in the numerical Fokker-Planck 
solutions. The simultaneous solution of Eqs. (5) and (6) leads generally to a value 
for aSo which is some fraction not close to one. Thus we see from inspection of 
Eq. (6) that the steady-state endloss rate (which, apa^t from explicit fueling of 
the endcells, is equal to the net flux from the center cell into the endcells) is of 
the order of the Pastukhov rate for scattering from the center cell into an empty 
barrier. This is generally a greater rate than the Pastukhov rate for scattering 
from the center cell to the end wall, as $ c j < $ c t u . The latter rate is the one which 
prevails for collisional passing electrons. Physically, when r.f. dominates for pass
ing electrons, those electrons have a fast loss channel: they can r.f.-diffuse up iu 
energy (into the barrier-trapped momentum space) along an ECRH characteristic, 
collisionally scatter through a small angle onto a characteristic which intersects the 
loss region, and then r.f.-diffuse down into the loss region. The result is that ihe 
passing region is depleted relative to the collisional case, and thus looks approx
imately like an empty loss region for purposes of determining the flux out of the 
center cell. The mechanism is ineffective for collision-dominated passing electrons, 
since, at least for equal-height mirrors, the (actual) loss region is accessible only 
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from the pacing part of momentum space, where by assumption the distribution 
and hence the endloss rate is collisional. (The mechanism is an effective heat 
source for center-cell electrons regardless of passing-electron collisionality.) This 
enhancement of electron endloss can account for the large ambipolar potentials 
observed [10] in TMX-U discharges with strong ECRH heating. 

In summary, we have obtained approximate analytic solutions for the distri
bution function of plug and barrier electrons strongly heated by ECRH, when the 
passing electrons are either collisonal or r.f. dominated. These solutions have essen
tially no free parameters, agree well with numerical Fokker-Planck code solutions, 
and provide insight into behavior of the numerical solutions and experimental 
results. 
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